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PURPOSEFULLY CREATING PROSPERITY: 
Building the future of equitable economic development 

Dear Partners, Stakeholders and Friends, 

Over the past year the challenge at EDC has been to shift from reacting to disaster to deploying 
a more stable and sustainable, longer-term stewardship for a broadly shared prosperity. 
That’s not to say we aren’t proud of the work we’ve done in helping to stabilize business and  
the local economy by deploying disaster response services. We are, but now is the opportunity 
to concentrate more on the specific nature of impacts to our communities and to resource  
strategies more customized to our circumstance. We know that what most characterizes  
COVID-19 economically is its disproportionate impact to those most vulnerable. Not exclusively 
of course, but who’s taken the hardest hits are low-income workers and minorities, those with 
jobs in health services, hospitality, services and retail that require close human contact, and 
women who bear the responsibility of caring for children and extended families.
With that in mind, our theme this year is “Purposefully Creating Prosperity.” Our point is that we 
will have failed in our work for economic recovery if we haven’t effectively invested our effort 
and resources to promote a sustainable and equitable recovery, particularly and especially for 
those most severely impacted by the economic distress.
In the pages that follow we address our successes and the resources we’re securing for this  
purpose. For more detail please read on, but for a snapshot I offer with humility, excitement and 
pride the following:

• Our SBDC continued its statewide leadership—first among all 49 of California’s Small Business  
 Centers for facilitating capital access for Hispanic owned firms, second in capital accessed  
 and third in start-ups and total positive economic impacts for women-owned firms.
• Our lending programs continued to excel in volume of loans and loan capital, with 58% of loans  
 and 63% of loan capital distributed to minority and women-owned businesses since 2013.
• We established a new partnership with the Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce, pooling  
 resources for outreach and service for advancing opportunity in the Hispanic business community.
• We secured designation from the California Office of the Small Business Advocate as one of ten  
 Inclusive Innovation Hubs, our purpose being to help women and minority technology  
 entrepreneurs to overcome long-persistent barriers to access capital and technical assistance.
• We secured funding from the County of Ventura to participate with the VC Office of Education,  
 First 5 Ventura County and Child Development Resources, for improving resources for child care  
 providers, restoring and enhancing our capacity for caring for children and supporting women  
 returning to work.
• We secured designation by the State of California as fiscal agent and co-convener for Uplift  
 Central Coast Coalition, a $5 million, two-year six-county initiative to plan and implement an  
 equitable and sustainable regional economic strategy.

And there is so much more. I could not be more proud of the achievements of our EDC team, 
by our passion and proclivity for partnership and customer service, and by our attention to  
detail for real and measurable economic outcomes.

Bruce Stenslie 
EDC President/CEO

Visit www.edcollaborative.com/publications to read this report in Spanish. 
All data reported is from EDC’s fiscal year October 1, 2021, to September 30, 2022.
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Fostering an increase in local production and production  
days, the Ventura County Film Commission (EDC FILM) works to:
• Convene and connect productions with local locations,   
 resources and production professionals
• Translate technical jargon of production between local  
 regulators and film crews
• Facilitate continuing coordination of permitting offices,   
 film locations, resource providers and industry representatives
• Monitor trends in film, impacts from various sources and   
 Ventura County’s production demands

Filming in Ventura County has continued to make incredible strides in recovering from COVID-19. 
With unprecedented agreements on safety protocols, improvements in production and a renewed 
interest in collaboration by and between permitting jurisdictions, the region has been greatly  
protected from volatile waves in production. Supported by the region’s spirit of collaboration, the 
extraordinary recovery from 2020 to 2021 continued into 2022, producing an increase in film days 
by 13.83% and economic impact by 12.88% from 2021 to 2022 and will undoubtedly continue to 
enhance local permitting for years to come.

EDC FILM

4,873 
Film Days

1,515  
Permits

EDC FILM  
2022 IMPACT

$90,378,496 
In Economic Impact

The EDC creates empowered business owners, connected community  
partners and informed civic leaders in the greater Ventura and  
Santa Barbara County region.

A strong and healthy Ventura and Santa Barbara regional economy  
with a high quality of life and broadly shared opportunities.

Impact-Driven, Collaborative, Authentic & Responsive

MISSION

VISION

VALUES
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Maintaining a business, let alone growing a business, while 
managing finances, marketing, human resources, operations, 
ever-changing regulations and industry-specific needs is no 
easy feat for our community members. That is why EDC Small 
Business Development Center (EDC SBDC), in partnership with 
the Small Business Administration, is here to help. 

Over the last year, EDC SBDC’s diverse team of expert  
business advisors provided over 12,259 no-cost consulting 
hours to small businesses across Ventura and Santa Barbara 
counties, as well as Los Angeles County with our two specialty 
programs in global trade and technology. Assisting clients 
access over $129 million in capital, an 18.24% increase since 
2020, was just the start of success for our clients. 

As a leading member of the California Network of 49 SBDC  
service centers supporting 91 locations, EDC SBDC was:
• 1st in Client Engagement Hours 

• 1st in Capital Accessed for Hispanic-Owned Firms

• 2nd in Capital Accessed for Women-Owned Firms

• 3rd in Total “Economic Impacts” for Women-Owned Firms 

• 3rd in Start-Ups of Women-Owned Firms

In addition to measuring network-identified goals, EDC SBDC monitors client engagement, the 
percentage of clients that work with an advisor for more than five hours over a year. In just five 
hours of consulting, a small business is significantly more likely to see growth for their business  
indicated by an “economic impact” such as completing city permitting requirements, launching a 

website, increasing their staff, increasing sales or accessing any 
form of capital. In 2022, over 56% of EDC SBDC clients spent more 
than five hours working with our center and over 41% completed 
an “economic impact,” compared to the state average of 23%. 
These successes would not be possible without our talented and 
dedicated team of over 45 business advisors who work hand in 
hand with each client. Every business owner who works with EDC 
SBDC is paired with advisors that are ready to walk through the 
challenges of entrepreneurship with them, providing the advice, 
resources and tools needed for each small business owner to  
become a better advocate for themselves and their business. 

Time spent working with an EDC SBDC advisor leads to individual, 
measurable business growth that contributes to the lives of our 
community members and our region as a whole. We are incredibly 
inspired by our business community’s perseverance through  
the COVID-19 pandemic and are committed to supporting  
businesses in recovery.

SBDCEDC
Small Business Development Center

EDC SBDC
2022 IMPACT

1,792             
Clients Served 

325                    
Jobs Created 

12,259  
Hours of Consulting

10,682 
Jobs Supported

88  
Start-Ups

Over $129M 
In Capital Infusion
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EDC SBDC SUCCESS STORY – COMMUNITY CLAYWORKS
Veronica Medina’s fascination with art started 
at an early age. Her earliest memory was being  
intrigued by the artists creating ceramic pieces in 
EPCOT Center. Years later, Veronica landed a highly 
sought-after spot in her high school’s junior and senior 
ceramics course. The high school courses and her 
enthusiastic teacher cemented her passion for  
ceramics and pushed Veronica to take additional 
courses outside school. While taking undergraduate 
courses in anthropology at New York University, 
Veronica was placed in graduate-level ceramics 
courses. After graduating with her bachelor’s, it 
was an easy choice to jump back in to pursue her  
Master’s in Art Education at her alma mater.  

After graduating from NYU, Veronica worked in  
multiple schools and art centers, teaching ceramics. 
During the pandemic, she taught ceramics from her 
backyard, which helped push her to open her own 
storefront in Buellton. Community Clayworks LLC  
offers classes, parties, camps, private lessons and 
memberships for more experienced crafters.  
Veronica first met with the EDC SBDC when she  
needed help starting her business but quickly realized 
she got more than expected. Veronica worked with 
EDC SBDC advisors Noel Heredia, Juliana Ramirez,  
Melissa Forziat, among others, throughout the  
start-up process. When asked about her experience 
with the EDC SBDC Veronica stated, “I often call 
Noel my business therapist. [It’s great to] have 
someone that can help find some clarity in the  
chaos.” Veronica acknowledged that “Sometimes 
you see the trees and not the woods, and having 

someone guide you from the perspective that you need is really useful, and I am very grateful for the 
fact that the EDC SBDC exists.” Veronica is excited to grow Community Clayworks LLC and eventually 
start a new manufacturing business with her pottery. When she’s ready to take on her the new business 
venture, the EDC SBDC will be there every step of the way. 

Co-owners Robin Bales and Elisabeth Suafo’a

Owner Veronica Medina

“Sometimes you see the trees and not the woods, 
and having someone guide you from the perspective 
that you need is really useful, and I am very grateful 
for the fact that the EDC SBDC exists.” 

- Veronica Medina, EDC SBDC Client
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EDC Go Global Trade Program (EDC GGTP) has been 
helping businesses access global trade opportunities and 
specialized consulting across Ventura, Santa Barbara and 
Los Angeles counties since 2013. Over the last year, EDC 
GGTP hosted 21 training and outreach events specific 
to the needs of businesses engaging internationally. Six 
of these, were in collaboration with the U.S. Commercial 
Service showcasing the success of diversity within the  
international trade community. EDC GGTP also hosted the 
Romania Aerospace & Defense Virtual Trade Mission and 
conference in partnership with the Governor’s Office of 
Business and Economic Development, U.S. Commercial 
Service, U.S. Commercial Service Aerospace & Defense 
Global Team and U.S. Commercial Service Romania.

Dr. Ray Bowman, EDC SBDC Director, became a founding member of the United States Mexico 
Canada Agreement Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SME) Counselor Pilot Network. As 
a part of the SME Chapter, he works to promote cooperation, establish information-sharing 
tools and encourage ongoing dialogue with stakeholders to ensure that SMEs have increased  
access to trade and investment opportunities created by the agreement. Additionally,  
Dr. Bowman was invited to speak at the Sixth United States-United Kingdom Small and Medium 
Enterprise Dialogue Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland, on the opportunities and obstacles for 
SMEs accessing UK and U.S. markets.

GGTPEDC
Go Global Trade Program

SERVING VENTURA & SANTA BARBARA COUNTIES
To further support our local business community, EDC SBDC provides intakes and select  
in-person consulting at our main office in Camarillo and at multiple satellite centers in Santa  
Barbara County. We are incredibly thankful to Downtown Santa Barbara Organization, Santa  
Barbara City College, Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce and Solvang Chamber of  
Commerce for hosting EDC SBDC staff members and advisors over the last year. 

David Hernández joined the EDC and Santa Maria Valley Chamber of 
Commerce teams in April 2022. At the EDC, he is a Client Relationship 
Specialist for the Small Business Development Center, serving the  
Hispanic business community and helping bring services to Northern  
Santa Barbara County. A combat veteran himself, David enjoys assisting 
the military and veteran community and is a member of a number of  
military organizations including the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW).

DAVID HERNÁNDEZ

In a strategic collaboration, EDC and the Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce jointly hired 
David Hernández. As an EDC SBDC Client Relationship Specialist and Chamber Hispanic Business 
Outreach and Service Representative, David concentrates on the organizations’ shared goal to 
continue improving engagement with and services provided to Hispanic-owned small businesses 
across the region. 

40
Grants Secured for Expansion  

into International Markets

400 
Clients Served

Over $81M
In Capital Accessed

EDC GGTP
2022 IMPACT
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EDC SBDC SUCCESS STORY - UCAN ZIPPERS USA
Searching for the American Dream, Paul and 
Liz Lai emigrated to the United States from  
Taiwan in the early 70’s. The couple was  
dedicated to building a life in California for  
themselves and their three children. After  
launching several unsuccessful businesses and 
working numerous jobs to make ends meet, 
their luck was turned around when Paul started  
managing his friend’s zipper company that  
imported and exported materials from Taiwan 
and China to the United States. When the  
original owner decided to retire, Paul and Liz 
dove in headfirst, excited to take the company 
to the next level. With the Lais leading the way, 
UCAN Zippers USA came to life and grew from 
four to over 200 employees. 

Wanting to improve the quality of items  
available, the Lais set out to purchase machinery 
to start producing zippers in their own ware-
house. Paul and Liz’s son, Malan, who runs the 
company’s operations said, “We were a family 
that took care of everything, but we were not 
trained in finance.” This made it difficult for UCAN 
Zippers USA to qualify for traditional bank loans 

or obtain a line of credit for equipment purchasing. The Lais started working with EDC SBDC advisor 
Sebastian Devivo and described “Working with Sebastian changed our mindset. We got our books 
back in order to show we could afford the equipment and got our first loan.”

During the COVID-19 pandemic, UCAN Zippers USA sought out EDC SBDC financial guidance again 
while applying for the Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) and the Employee Retention Tax Credit 
(ERTC) program. While dealing with changing regulations and staff adjustments, the funding helped 
UCAN Zippers USA sustain itself through challenging times. Today, UCAN Zippers USA is one of the 
last remaining zipper factories in the nation, which allows them to ensure fast delivery of high- 
quality products to their clients. Malan is excited to see growth year over year for the company 
and mentions that UCAN Zippers USA is now able “to look at different things we’ve never been 
able to do before because we didn’t have the capital or people or the expertise to help.”

“Working with Sebastian changed our mindset. We 
got our books back in order to show we could afford 
the equipment and got our first loan.”

-Malan Lai, EDC SBDC Client

General Manager Malan Lai
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EDC Cultivate & Ignite Tech Program (CITP) is a special portion of the EDC Small Business  
Development Center, that focuses on serving technology-based entrepreneurs across Ventura, 
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles Counties. Businesses that are using technology to advance an 
existing service or product, developing a business around a new innovation, looking to find new 
customers in the technology adoption cycle or need help preparing to pitch for venture capital, 
gain access to expert advising, training sessions, pitch panels and local accelerators.

Check out Telebionix’s story below to see EDC CITP in action. 

EDC CITP
Cultivate & Ignite Tech Program

EDC SBDC SUCCESS STORY – TELEBIONIX
When Widiberto (Widy) Medina’s father was diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s, his family’s life was turned upside down. 
With over 3,000 miles between Widy and his parents, 
it was up to Widy’s 80-year-old mother to manage all 
appointments for his father. Watching quick check-ups 
turn into five-hour ordeals made Widy recognize an  
immediate need to reform the way medical information 
is retrieved and shared to reduce the number of times 
patients needed to come to a doctor’s office. Bringing 
his experience managing their family’s machine shop, 
his background in engineering from Georgia Institute 
of Technology and his love for family together, Widy 
founded Telebionix in 2020 with Aghiath Chbib. 

Owner Widiberto Medina 

“We wanted to move to the heart of 
digital health. The EDC SBDC became 
our mentors and guides to learning 
whom we needed to talk to and to whom 
we needed to expose our ideas.”

-Widiberto Medina, EDC SBDC Client

Telebionix is an open platform that uses either its own Telebionix medical device or a third-party  
device that shares medical information with physicians, caretakers and patients. Widy came to the 
EDC’s Small Business Development Center in search of venture capital but gained much more. Widy  
connected with various EDC SBDC business advisors for guidance with the business’s legal structure, 
pitch deck and finances. Widy mentioned, “We wanted to move to the heart of digital health. The 
EDC SBDC became our mentors and guides to learning whom we needed to talk to and to whom 
we needed to expose our ideas. We gained some collaborations from that exposure that are key to 
our success. We gained connections to potential investment arms that could help our purpose. It was 
significant from the early stage of the business, and we have built up our business from there.”  As the 
company’s CEO and CTO, Widy sees Telebionix as a significant player in patient data management 
and digital health. Looking to the future, Telebionix’s current offerings are just the start when it comes 
to enhancing patients’ quality of life.  
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ZUBI RUTH OLIN 
After graduating from California Lutheran University with a degree in  
business and a minor in geology, Zubi Ruth Olin started her career  
in professional sports. She has worked with major California based teams  
including the Los Angeles Dodgers and LA Kings where she focused on  
community outreach and public relations. It was during the 2020  
United States Decennial Census that Zubi focused her work on serving the  
Central Coast region of California and met the team at EDC. Serving her  
country as a Partnership Specialist for the United States Department of  
Commerce, Zubi was part of the Central Coast team that lead Ventura  
County to being in the top 5% of counted counites in the entire U.S. After the 
pandemic and before joining the EDC, Zubi worked as a state lobbyist for  

the Austin Texas based firm Capitol Core Group along side California Lutheran University Alumni  
and CEO of Capitol Core Group Michael McKinney. In her spare time, Zubi runs her own small business 
 start-up called Central Coast Promotions, where she sells promotional products to local business in  
Ventura County. Zubi also enjoys learning how to surf, volunteering at the annual Defense Forum at 
the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library and hiking across California.

INCLUSIVE INNOVATION HUB (iHub2)
In April, EDC was designated as Ventura and Santa Barbara County’s Inclusive Innovation Hub 
(iHub2) by the California Office of the Small Business Advocate. EDC iHub2 is a technology and 
resource program that helps facilitate growth for entrepreneurs and companies in technology. 
As one of 10 centers across California supported by a state grant of $250,000, the program  
provides one-on-one tech-focused advising, mentor matching, funding options, pitch deck  
development, general business marketing, growth strategies and other technology-focused  

services through a diverse network of service providers and resources.  Reaching out to  
underserved and underrepresented companies, including women, people of color and  
underserved geographies and regions, iHub2 collaborates with a broad partnership network of 
service providers throughout the region to offer a wide variety of networking, mentoring, and 
industry-focused events, workshops and networking events. To spearhead this effort, the EDC 
brought on Zubi Ruth Olin as the iHub2 Coordinator.

EDC iHub2 is a technology and resource program that helps  
facilitate growth for entrepreneurs and companies in technology. 
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EDC LOAN

Since 1998, EDC Loan has funded over $22 million in requests and supported the retention or 
creation of over 1,441 jobs in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties. With a deep commitment to 
lending to underserved markets, EDC Loan focuses on making low-interest loans accessible for 
businesses that may not qualify for traditional lending opportunities. Providing applications and 
assistance in both English and Spanish, EDC Loan has awarded 58% of loans and 63% of loan 
capital to minority and women-owned businesses since 2013.

In 2022, EDC Loan:
• Developed new partnerships with the City of Simi Valley and   
 Montecito Bank & Trust, and look forward to providing new loan  
 options in 2023.
• Created Spanish language application materials for all EDC  
 Loan funds to increase capital accessibility within our local  
 business community. 
• Expanded the EDC Loan team to include a Loan Relationship   
 Specialist, Tiffany Hunsberger, who works within the community  
 to develop relationships with local partners and business owners. 
• Continued to manage loan capital from the City of Camarillo,   
 City of Oxnard, City of Ventura, First 5 Ventura County, Mechanics  
 Bank, Pacific Western Bank and U.S. Department of Commerce,  
 Economic Development Administration.
• Managed contributions for loan loss reserves in support of lending from City National Bank,  
 Bank of Southern California, First Citizens Bank and Union Bank.
• Secured loan loss guarantees up to 95% and collateral support through resource  
 partnerships with the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development and  
 California State Treasurer’s Office, ensuring our ability to loan in high-risk environments.

TIFFANY HUNSBERGER 
Tiffany Hunsberger is the Loan Relationship Specialist for the  
Economic Development Collaborative. With a strong background 
in business management, business and consumer loans, and client  
relationship building, Tiffany helps connect small businesses in 
Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties to lending options at the 
EDC. Tiffany has been in the financial industry for 18 years and 
has also been originating, underwriting, processing business 
and consumer loans for over 10 years. In the banking industry,  
she has been recognized as one of the top sales and service  
performers in the company. Some of Tiffany’s qualifications entail 
managing multiple branches, developing and training over 
100 employees, bank audits, underwriting, business production,  
mortgages, cash handling and customer service experience.  
Outside of work, you can find Tiffany spending time creating new 
family memories with her 4 boys and husband.

EDC LOAN
2022 IMPACT

$7,509,000               
Available Loan Capital

$1,195,500  
Loaned

117 
Total Jobs  

Created & Retained
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Business Assistance and Capital Access: deliver business technical assistance and capital 
access services to assure effective engagement for small businesses through the pandemic 
recovery period

Childcare Technical Assistance and Capacity Building: improve child care business  
owners’ capacity to optimize the management of revenue and expense, integrate  
resilience into operations and assure continuity of care and service

FATHOMWERX Start-up Business Support: create the most sustainable environment possible 
for start-up technology companies

Business Forward Ventura County Enhancements & Outreach Campaign: enhance and  
expand an existing hub of information and resources to support small business owners 
through the pandemic recovery and beyond

 
 

1 

2
3
4
We are inspired by and grateful for the Board of Supervisors’ continued commitment to  
providing equitable access to pandemic recovery resources. Since 1996, the County of  
Ventura and EDC have worked hand in hand to bring new economic opportunities to Ventura  
County. We are thrilled to build upon this long-standing partnership and the opportunity to  
provide additional consulting, capital and resources to our business community.

IMPLEMENTING VENTURA COUNTY  
AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT STRATEGIES

In March 2021, Congress approved the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), the largest federal  
relief package to date. The over $1.9 trillion stimulus legislation included several measures to help  
stabilize small businesses and the economy. ARPA’s State and Local Fiscal Recovery Fund has 
created unique opportunities in our local communities for investment in sustainable 
strategies that will contribute to economic recovery and support business assistance programs. 

The County of Ventura Board of Supervisors has generously designated $3.25 million in general 
funding under ARPA guidelines to support business growth and retention over the next three 
years, with a concentrated intention to address the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 to 
low-income workers, minorities and women.  EDC is honored to be a recipient of a portion of 
this funding to implement the following projects in alignment with the Ventura County Economic 
Vitality Strategic Plan (EVSP):
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Basic skill deficiencies and lack of digital literacy have 
been impacting nearly every industry long before  
COVID-19, which led to a surge in the use of digital  
technologies and exacerbated the discrepancy in  
digital skills. Digital skills are necessary across all industries, have become required to enter most  
middle-skill jobs, and provide a career pathway into high-skill jobs, which has left employers 
with a need for basic digital skills training for entry-level employees and technical upskilling for 
incumbent workers. Technology skill gaps persist among all age groups and affects the bottom 
line for many businesses.

Long-term supporter of Ventura County and EDC, Assemblymember Jacqui Irwin secured $5 
million in state general funds to develop a rapid digital upskilling and workforce development 
pilot to address this critical issue. EDC as the fiscal agent for overall program coordination, in 
collaboration with several education, workforce and economic development partners, has 
launched the Ventura County Digital Upskilling Training Program which will equip workers with 
highly-transferable digital literacy and technical skills that will empower them for careers in  
multiple industries and sectors. 

The pilot program will utilize upskilling platforms, employer-driven curriculum and industry- 
appropriate credentials, as well as provide wrap-around support services such as training  
stipends, career guidance, internships and work-based learning opportunities. To ensure 
that existing programs and education opportunities within the region are integrated into the  
pilot program, our digital upskilling team includes a diverse set of local organizations including 
the Ventura County Adult Education Consortium, Ventura County Office of Education,  
Women’s Economic Ventures and Workforce Development Board of Ventura County. EDC has  
also partnered with Cause IMPACTS, a women-owned consulting firm focused on motivating 
social innovation, to assure the project is replicable for other career pathways and regions  
and WestEd, a research, development and service agency leading national conversations in 
education, to support the instructional design and program assessment. 

EDC UPSKILL
Digital Upskilling Training Program

Ventura County Digital  
Upskilling Training Program 
will equip workers with  
highly-transferable digital  
literacy and technical skills 
that will empower them  
for careers in multiple  
industries and sectors. 
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Novice digital skills learners who need basic digital skills to get a well-paying job

Current workers who already have some basic digital skills but need training 
and/ or specific industry certifications to qualify for more opportunities

Small businesses, entrepreneurs and employers who need to modernize their 
business and implement digital marketing and e-commerce to grow and stay 
competitive

As the Workforce & Economic Strategies Director for EDC, Jaime Fall 
leads the $5 million digital upskilling initiative to build the digital skills 
of the jobseekers, workers and entrepreneurs of Ventura County. 
Jaime’s career in workforce development, includes two decades 
in Washington, DC-based jobs including Director of UpSkill America  
at the Aspen Institute, Vice President for Workforce and Talent  
Sustainability for the HR Policy Association and Foundation and  
Communications Director for the U.S. Department of Labor’s  
Employment and Training Administration.

JAIME FALL

After receiving funding in May, EDC:
• Conducted extensive interviews and labor market research to understand the digital skill needs  
 of employers in Ventura County.

• Contracted with the Ventura County Office of Education to oversee the development of a  
 Computer Basics class in partnership with each adult school in Ventura County. The class will be  
 piloted in three locations in January and February and rolled out in full in April. 

• Contracted with Women’s Economic Ventures (WEV) to develop a course to help small business  
 owners and entrepreneurs get their businesses online and digitally market them. The course will  
 be tested in early 2023. Those participating in the class will also be paired with an EDC SBDC  
 advisor or WEV advisor to help with digital and other business needs. 

• Issued an RFP to identify organizations that will provide training that will lead to an industry- 
 recognized credential for those currently in the workforce who need to improve their digital skills  
 to improve their career. 

• Brought on Jaime Fall as the EDC’s Workforce & Economic Strategies Director.

Over the next two years, the pilot training program will serve more than 400 people across  
Ventura County in the following categories:
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UPLIFTING CENTRAL COAST THROUGH COMMUNITY 
ECONOMIC RESILIENCE FUNDING 
In late 2021, EDC became a founding member and fiscal agent of the Uplift Central Coast  
Coalition, along with REACH, based in San Luis Obispo County, and the Monterey Bay Economic 
Partnership, to attract investment and expand opportunities for California’s Central Coast. The 
partnership comprises a growing collection of industry, government, education, labor, social and 
environmental justice partners across Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Monterey, Santa 
Cruz and San Benito Counties.

Uplift Central Coast Coalition was awarded a $5 million grant through California’s Community  
Economic Resilience Fund (CERF), a $600 million dollar program designed to catalyze planning 
and action to realize an equitable and sustainable economy across California’s diverse regions 
and to foster long-term economic resilience. The grant will fund a 2-year planning process to  
create an inclusive economic development plan for the six-county Central Coast region with a 
focus on equity, sustainability, job quality, economic competitiveness and resilience.

After completion of the planning process, Uplift Central Coast Coalition will be eligible to apply 
for additional implementation funding under CERF which will support our regional economy and 
contribute to the sustainability of key industries that create high-quality, broadly accessible jobs in 
our communities.

SHARED SERVICES ALLIANCE OF VENTURA COUNTY
The Shared Services Alliance of Ventura County is a partnership EDC, First Five Ventura County, 
Ventura County Office of Education and Child Development Resources of Ventura County,  
dedicated to supporting child care providers by providing access to free or no-cost resources 
that ensure these local small businesses can provide high-quality child care while still running a  
profitable and successful operation.

Recently, a cohort of EDC SBDC advisors went through specialized training from Opportunities 
Exchange, a nationally renowned nonprofit consulting group. Our diverse set of advisors, with  
specializations in marketing, accounting, bookkeeping, permitting, management and more, dove 
into the specifics for learning more about the unique and technical requirements for running a  
successful child care business in California. Our advisors partnered in this training with “Quality 
Coaches” from the Ventura County Office of Education assuring that we help child care  
businesses improve their capacity for both running a profitable business and concentrating on  
quality care. Our efforts to build sustainability in this service is critical in supporting our region’s  
economic recovery.  

Over the next two years, the Shared Services 
Alliance Pilot Program will help provide access 
to this specialized advising, a technology stipend for 
internet connection and free access to the child care 
management system, Wonderschool, a portal that  
allows child care business owners to manage business 
tasks, enrollment and marketing in one place. Past 
the pilot program, EDC is looking forward to training  
additional advisors to expand our consulting offerings 
for child care businesses across the greater Ventura 
and Santa Barbara county region. Co-owners of Carousel Montessori Preschool  

Elisabeth Suafo’a and Robin Bales, EDC Clients
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REFRESHING THE REPORT ON VENTURA &  
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY CREATIVE ECONOMIES
In May 2022, EDC released the “Report on the Ventura & Santa Barbara Creative Economies” 
at the 2022 Tourism & Creative Economy Summit, organized by the County of Ventura and 
Ventura County Coast. The report, received in early 2020, provides a complete picture of the  
region’s creative economy just before the onset of COVID-19 and makes an important 
and unique contribution to a more complete regional economic outlook by examining the  
economic impact of creativity. Funding for the research, commissioned from the Los Angeles  

Economic Development Corporation 
Institute for Applied Economics, was 
generously provided by the Ventura 
County Community Foundation, for 
which we are eternally grateful.

In recognition of the significance of the creative economy to our region’s identity and  
competitiveness, EDC is committed to updating the report in 2023 to provide a true measure of 
the pandemic’s impact on the diversity of jobs and businesses in the creative economy and to  
develop strategies for improving the sector’s resilience. To date, this effort has included support 
from the County of Ventura, Hutton-Parker Foundation, Santa Barbara City College Foundation, 
Santa Barbara County Office of Arts & Culture and Santa Barbara Foundation.

EDC NAMED “BEST PLACE TO WORK” 
On June 23, 2022, EDC was recognized as a “Best Place to Work” by the Pacific Coast Business 
Times (PCBT). EDC placed 4th among small employers across Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis 
Obispo Counties, based on our culture, benefits, perks, community involvement and more. In the 
PCBT article recognizing EDC, President/CEO Bruce Stenslie noted, “ To receive a recognition as a 
‘Best Place to Work’ is by its very nature, a recognition of shared responsibility, shared joy, shared 
camaraderie and culture.” The EDC would not be a “Best Place to Work” without our staff and 
business advisors. Thank you for the amazing work you have done throughout the years!

The creative industries of Ventura and 
Santa Barbara counties generated over 
$6.5 billion in economic output in 2018.
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